
P.T.O.

 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.

 (2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.

 (3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever 
necessary.

 (4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

 (5) Assume suitable data, if necessary.

 (6) Use of Non-programmable Electronic Pocket 
Calculator is permissible.

 (7) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic 
Communication devices are not permissible in 
Examination Hall.

 (8) Use the standard size charts.
Marks

1.  Attempt any FIVE of the following: 10

a) Enlist the types of darts.

b) Define gathers and tucks.

c) Draft a halter top.

d) Sketch layered skirt.

e) Suggest clothing for inverted triangular figure shape.

f) State the functions of tailor chalk and measurement tape  
while drape the fabrication dummy.

g) Define the term grading. 
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2.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Explain the conversion of darts into inverted box pleat.

b) Draw fish tail skirt and describe the process of drafting /  
adapting steps.

c) Compare drafting and draping method.

d) Describe the preparation steps in basic bodice front part. 

3.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Draft the kids romper block for size 8 - 10.

b) Explain the remedies for gaping necklines and sloping shoulder.

c) State the principles of draping. 

d) Distinguish between track method and nested method.

4.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) State the countouring principles and their guidelines.

b) Draft the off shoulder tops for chest size - 88 cm.

c) Draw hourglass figure and explain their Characteristics,  
Do’s and Dont’s.

d) Describe the women’s sleeve block with the help of draping 
procedure.

e) Grade the basic skirt block for women. [From size 10 to size 12]

5.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 12

a) Explain the steps involved in making a high cowl top. Also 
illustrate the garment for the same.

b) Draft the S.B. coat for men. (size 88 - 92 / small)

c) State the fitting principles, explain any two fitting problems  
occour in men’s wear.
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6.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 12

a) Draw the women’s top with gathering effect and explain their 
adaptation steps.

b) Sketch bell bottom trouser and draft the same styleline in  
jeans block. [size - 96 - 100 / medium]

c) Suggest the Do’s and Dont’s in dressing for fat short figure  
and thin tall figure.
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